
The Developmental Assets Survey of Arlington Youth: Frequently Asked Questions 
 

1.  What are the Developmental Assets?  
 

Developmental Assets are the building blocks of healthy development.  Researchers at Search Institute 
identified the 40 key relationships, experiences, skills, and values that all children and teens need to grow 
into strong, caring, resilient adults.  Young people with 31 to 40 Developmental Assets report that they 
participate in fewer risk behaviors and more desirable behaviors than young people with fewer Assets.  
Examples include family support, an external asset, and integrity, an internal one.   
 

2.  How do you measure Developmental Assets? 
 

Researchers at Search Institute, which created the Developmental Assets Framework, developed 
questions that can be used to measure each asset.  While the terminology may sound simple, some of the 
assets are quite complicated to measure.  For example, parent involvement in school is not based on a 
single question - “Are your parents involved in your school?”  Instead, it is based on four questions that 
ask about helping with schoolwork, talking about homework and school, and attending school events. 
 

3.  Why does Arlington conduct the Development Assets survey?   
 
The Partnership for Children, Youth, and Families conducts the survey to help our community to improve 
the health, safety and well-being of Arlington’s youth.  Survey results tell us which Developmental Assets 
our youth have and which ones they are lacking.  The results also help pinpoint the most common risk 
behaviors (e.g., alcohol use, getting into fights or thoughts of suicide) that jeopardize the well-being of 
our young people.  With this information, the Partnership can advise government agencies, nonprofits and 
schools as they plan services and programs, educate parents and adults who work with young people, and 
track progress towards community goals.  In many cases, the data from this survey has been essential for 
demonstrating long-term program success and obtaining grant funds. 
 

4.  Can we have confidence in the results of the survey?  Aren’t some questions very personal?  
 
It’s natural to be concerned about the validity of self-reported behaviors, particularly sensitive ones.  
However, there are good reasons to have confidence in the data from this survey.   

• First, it’s anonymous.  Like adults, young people are more willing to answer sensitive questions 
when they can do so anonymously.  There are no names or identifiers on the survey, so responses 
cannot be linked to anyone.  We ask students not to talk, walk around or look at any other survey.  
Every student answers every question so those with fewer risk behaviors don’t finish first.  

• Second, the answers make sense.  We see patterns across questions and for subgroups of students 
that are logical and consistent with other data, including objective data.  When youth surveys 
show increasing self-reported drug use, for example, arrests for drug use tend to increase, too.  
The fact that girls report more depressive symptoms than boys is consistent with the fact that 
more females are diagnosed with depression than males.   

• Third, experts agree. Items on the survey have been scrutinized by experts for reliability and 
validity and are judged acceptable.  Many of the items come from earlier research and were 
extensively tested during development.  

 

5.  Don’t surveys just tell us about perceptions – what about objective facts?  
 

Questions that ask about subjective attitudes and perceptions provide valuable information. A person’s 
perceptions directly influence his or her behavior, even if the perception is false.  For example, young 
people who see no harm in alcohol use are more likely to drink.  Objective data has its certain limitations.  
For example, data that count new incidents, such as arrests, diagnoses or cases, tell us nothing about 
behavior that hasn’t been caught or detected and cannot fully inform prevention efforts. 


